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ABSTRACT
The synthesis of core histimo variants and of historie HI variants was

determined in fresh leukemic cells of eight patients with leukemia [seven
acute lymphoblastic (ALL) and one chronic lymphocytic (CLL)], in
normal lymphocytes from healthy donors or from ALL patients in
complete remission. Histone variant synthesis was evaluated by incubat
ing cells with |"C]Lys and (3H]Arg in medium without Lys and Arg and

then by two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoretic separations
(acetic acid-urea-Triton x-100 acetic acid-urea-hexadecyltrimethylam-

monium bromide for core histone variants; sodium dodecyl sulfate/acetic
acid-urea-hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide for HI variants). As

previously reported, quiescent lymphocytes and lymphocytes stimulated
with phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) showed clearcut changes in the pro
portions of synthesis of core histone variants and HI variants. Leukemic
lymphocytes freshly obtained from blood showed a panera of core histone
synthesis and HI synthesis intermediate between that of quiescent and
PHA-stimulated lymphocytes; this is probably due to the presence of a

mixture of resting and growing cells. When leukemic cells were stimulated
to grow by mitogens, the pattern of core histone and HI variant synthesis
was similar to that in mitogen-stimulated normal lymphocytes. Histone
variants whose synthesis is associated with the S-phase were not synthe
sized in leukemic cells treated with the DNA synthesis inhibitors hy-
droxyurea and l-/3-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine (Ara-C). The pattern of

acetylation of histone H4 was also apparently similar in leukemic cells
and normal lymphocytes.

The radioactivity associated with the ubiquitinated forms of H2A
increased in nongrowing lymphocytes and in leukemic cells treated with
DNA synthesis inhibitors whereas they decreased after mitogenic stim
ulation. Variability was wide in the synthesis of ubiquitinated H2A in
different cases of leukemia.

The only clear-cut difference between leukemic cells and normal

lymphocytes was that leukemic cells from ALL patients, but not lympho
cytes from normal donors or from ALL patients in complete remission,
synthesized appreciable amounts of III', increasing after hydroxyurea/

Ara-C treatment and decreasing after PHA-stimulation. In leukemic cells
from a CLL patient III" synthesis was undetectable.

INTRODUCTION

Nucleosomes, the repetitive structural units of eukaryotic
chromatin, contain about 200 base pairs of DNA tightly com-
plexed with an octamer of core histone molecules and more
loosely associated with the linker histone HI (1, 2). Primary
structure variants have been detected for core histones (H2A,
H2B, H3, and H4) and for HI by gel electrophoresis systems
(3, 4). The separation of histone variants and their modified
forms has been much improved by using 2D-PAGE3 gel elec
trophoresis (5-7).
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The relationship between histone and DNA synthesis is now
well established (7-12). Though most histone synthesis occurs
in 5-phase of the cell cycle (7), during the quiescent (Go) state
and during the d phase a significant amount of histones is
synthesized (8-11). In several cell types studied the synthesis
pattern of core histone variants differs in 5-phase, GÃ¬-,or
quiescent cells. Three H3 variants are synthesized in 5-phase;
in Go- or Gi-cells H3.3 is the only H3 variant synthesized. It is
therefore possible to distinguish between cells in Go/G, and S-

phases only on the basis of the H3 variant synthesis pattern
(9). The synthesis pattern of H2A variants is similar in Go and
S-phases, with the expression of all H2A variants (H2A.1,
H2A.2, H2A.X, and H2A.z). Cells in GÃ¬have a lower H2A.1 +
H2A.2/H2A.X + H2A.Z ratio than G0- or S-phase cells (10).

The HI synthesis patterns in quiescent and G, cells show
three HI isoprotein species, H 1.1, H 1.2, and H 1.3; in S-phase
cells two other HI variants, namely H1.4 and H1.5, are synthe
sized (12). HlÂ°is an additional HI subtype which is generally

expressed more in better differentiated (13-15) or in low pro
liferating cells (16). Lymphocytes (T, B, and LGL) of many
animal species studied (12, 17) do not synthesize any apprecia
ble amount of HI", which is instead present in all other non-

proliferating cell types studied so far (12, 17, 18). Except for
the absence of HlÂ°, the histone synthesis pattern of unstimu-

lated lymphocytes is as described for other quiescent cells (11,
12).

Limited attention has been paid so far to the study of possible
differences in chromatin structure between normal and tumor
cells. How DNA synthesis and histone variant synthesis are
coordinated is still unknown, but some very precise mechanism
of control must be postulated (19). As malignant transforma
tion is essentially characterized by an abnormal control of
proliferation, in neoplastic cells the mechanism governing the
regulation of DNA and histone synthesis may well be altered.
In addition it has been reported that neoplastic cells can syn
thesize embryonal histone variants (20), not present in the
normal tissue they originate from. Not only the synthesis of
histone variants but also their posttranslational modifications
(e.g., acetylation) have been proposed as playing a role in the
regulation of cell growth and differentiation (21).

In this study we compared the synthesis of core histone
variants, HI variants and 111" in freshly isolated leukemic cells

and in normal lymphocytes (from healthy donors or leukemic
patients in complete remission) and investigated how inhibition
or stimulation of DNA synthesis affects histone variant synthe
sis in these cells. The acetylation of histone H4 and the ubiqui-
tination of histone H2A was also investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients. Table 1 summarizes the main clinical features of eight cases
of human leukemia studied: five cases of T-ALL, one common ALL,
one B-ALL and one T-CLL. Patients suffering from acute leukemia
ranged in age between 3 and 17 years. The patient with T-CLL was 82
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Table I Clinical features of the eight cases of lymphocytic leukemia investigated Table 2 Flow cytometric analysis

Case Age
No. Sex (yr) Diagnosis Chemotherapy

WBC

x IO3)
Blasts

12345678MMMMMMMF171311346582T-ALLT-ALLT-ALLT-ALLT-ALLCommonALLB-ALLT-CLL_+
(Relapse)-t-
(Relapse)â€”+â€”_-15316011013523070411809899949070906090

years old. Cases 1, 4, 6, 7, and 8 were never previously treated with
antineoplastic agents.

Cell Culture. PBL and leukemic cells were obtained from normal
donors and leukemic patients by centrifugation on Ficoll-Hypaque
gradient. Cells were incubated overnight at 37*C in culture medium

RPMI 1640 containing 10% fetal calf serum. PBL and leukemic cells
were stimulated to proliferate with 1 fig/ml of PHA (Wellcome Re
search Limited, Beckenham, England) 48 h before labeling.

Measurement of Histone Synthesis. To measure the synthesis of core
histone and HI variants PBL and leukemic cells were incubated, for a
labeling time of 2 h at 37'C, in lysine- and arginine-free RPMI 1640
medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 5 ^Ci/ml L-[U-I4C]-
lysine (348 mCi/mmol) and 10 Â¿iCi/mlL-[2,3,4,5-3H]arginine (52 Ci/

mmol), (Amersham International, Bucks, England).
To inhibit DNA synthesis 1 mM HU and 10 ^M Ara-C were added

0.5 h before labeling, then left for 2 h.
Histone Extraction. Whole cells were extracted with 0.5 N HC1

containing 1% /3-mercaptoethanol and 1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl
fluoride (Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO) at 4'C overnight,
in a volume of 200-300 u\ for IO7cells. After microcentrifugation (8000
x g) for 5 min at 4Â°Cthe supernatant was frozen and lyophilized.

2D-PAGE and Determination of Radioactivity. The 2D-PAGE system
was prepared according to the method of Bonner et al. (22). The first
dimension consisted of AUT gel for core histone variant separation
and sodium dodecyl sulfate gel for the resolution of HI isoproteins. In
both cases the second dimension was an AUC gel.

The 2D gels were prepared for fluorography by the methods of
Bonner and Laskey (23) and Laskey and Mills (24); the gel was then
dried and exposed to Kodak X-Omat AR films at -80"(" for a period

ranging from 24 h (for PBL stimulated with PHA) to 2 months (for
quiescent PBL). A frame of radioactive ink (which comes out on the
film) was drawn on the dried gel to ensure the precise placing of the
gel on the film and made possible accurate excision of the spots
corresponding to histone variants.

The excised spots from the gels were digested overnight at 37'C in

1 ml hydrogen peroxide-ammonium hydroxide mixture (95 parts 30%
H2O2 and 5 parts of concentrated NH3) in a scintillation vial. Ten ml
acidified Aquassure scintillation liquid (NEN Research Products;
Dreieich, West Germany) were added to each vial and each sample was
counted for 10 min. Pieces of gels which were negative at fluorography
represented the background values which were subtracted from the
counts of each sample. Other spots visible on the film, not previously
identified as histones, were also analyzed but their lysine/arginine ratios
were clearly different from those of H l and core histones.

Flow Cytometric Analysis. DNA index and the proportion of cells in
different phases of the cell cycle were determined by flow cytometry;
DNA was stained with propidium iodide (Calbiochem, Behring Co.,
San Diego, CA) by adding to the cell pellet 2 ml of propidium iodide
solution (50 /ig/ml) in 0.1 % sodium citrate, 30 Â¿tlRNase (0.5 mg/ml;
Calbiochem, Behring Co., San Diego, CA) and 30 n\ Nonidet-P40
detergent 1% (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). Flow cytometry
analysis was performed using a 30-Ler cytofluorograph (Ortho Instru

ments, Westwood, MA). The percentages of cells in cell cycle phases
were computed using the method of Baisch et al. (25). DI was computed
by reference to human lymphocyte standards (DI = 1).

In leukemic cells the percentage of cells synthesizing DNA was higher

NormalPBLCasel1-l42344e5678%GO/197.695.297.099.087.781.693.599.093.194.792.993.7%S1.51.93.00.49.215.43.60.95.73.85.73.8%G2-M0.92.90.00.53.13.02.90.11.2

(1.51.42.5

(DI1.91.9
* PBL obtained 7 months after complete remission.
b PBL obtained 16 months after complete remission.
' PBL obtained 10 months after complete remission.

than in PBL (Table 2) but their values were relatively low, between 1.9
and 15.4.

RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the fluorographic picture of a 2D (AUT-AUC)
gel electrophoresis of HC1 cellular extract, as an example of the
pattern of core hÂ¡stonesynthesis in human normal lymphocytes
and lymphoblasts taken from a patient suffering from ALL.
The pattern of core histone synthesis in quiescent lymphocytes
was typically the following (Fig. \A): only the H3.3 variant was
synthesized, without any appreciable synthesis of H3.1 and
H3.2 variants. Only two forms of H4, bl (monoacetylated) and
b2 (diacetylated), were detectable in appreciable amount. Syn
thesis of H2A and H2B was low but detectable in quiescent
lymphocytes.

Forty-eight h of PHA mitogenic activation of DNA synthesis
produced an enhancement of histone synthesis, particularly a
dramatic switch in the H3 synthesis pattern (Fig. IB): all three
variants of H3 were synthesized with H3.2 predominating. Four
forms of H4 were expressed: the unmodified form bO, the
monoacetylated bl, the diacetylated b2, the triacetylated form
b3. An example of the core histone synthesis pattern in leukemic
cells taken from a patient suffering from ALL (case 1) is
illustrated in Fig. 1, C-E. A histone synthesis pattern between
the Go- and .Vphase pattern was found in fresh leukemic cells
(Fig. 1C), consistent with the presence of a small proliferating
cellular fraction; three variants of H3 were synthesized but
H3.2 was not the most important, as in activated PBL (Fig.
IB). All forms of H4 were expressed, but b2 clearly much more
than the others.

When DNA synthesis was shut down, after 2.5 h of 1 HIM
HU and 10 MMAra-C treatment, the only H3 variant synthe
sized in leukemic cells (Fig. ID) or in normal lymphocytes was
H3.3 (data not shown). After PHA activation of cell prolifera
tion (Fig. IE) leukemic cells showed H3 and H4 synthesis
patterns similar to PHA-activated normal PBL.

The synthesis of histone H2A subtypes (H2A.1, H2A.2,
H2A.X, and H2A.z) and histone H2B was invariably evident in
untreated (C), HU/Ara-C treated (D) or in PHA-stimulated
(E) leukemic cells. The synthesis of ubiquitin adducts of H2As
was visible in normal PBL and leukemic cells. The pattern of
core histone synthesis of PBL from patient 1 after complete
remission (F) was the same as in normal donor PBL.

H3 variant synthesis ratios are reported in Table 3. The
(H3.1 + H3.2)/H3.3 ratio was very variable (range, 0.6-3.9) in
the different leukemic cells investigated. The lowest value was
found in the case of T-CLL (case 8). When leukemic cells were
exposed to DNA synthesis inhibitors (HU and Ara-C) the (H3.1
+ H3.2)/H3.3 ratio dropped steeply, while it increased after 48
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*AUT

AUC

Fig. 1. Synthesis of core histone variants in
normal lymphocytes and in lymphoblastic cells
taken from ALL patient 1. PBL and leukemic
cells were purified from peripheral blood as
described in "Materials and Methods." Cells
were labeled for 2 h with 10 ^Ci/ml [3H)argi-
nine and S nl'i/ml [MC]lysine in arginine- and

lysine-free RPMI 1640 medium, supple
mented with 10% fetal calf serum. PHA-acti-
vated PBL and leukemic cells were incubated
with l uÂ«nil of PHA 48 h before labeling.
Leukemic cells were treated with HU (1 HIM)
and Ara-C (10 f<M)0.5 h before labeling and
during the labeling time. Misiones were HC1
extracted from whole cells and separated on
AUT/AUC 2D gel system. Fluorograms are:
I. normal quiescent PBL; lÃ¬,PHA-activated

normal PBL; C, leukemic cells; /'. leukemic
cells treated with 1 nisi HU and 10 MMAra-C;
E, PHA-activated leukemic cells; F, PBL from
patient 1 after 7 months of complete remis
sion. Dotted lines, position of the missing var
iants; solid lines, variants which were visible
on the fluorograms.

..X 1.2 .Z...I .2 .3. .b3b2bl bO. ..Â» .1.2 i, .J I

2A

Table 3 Hi variant synthesis ratios (H3.1+H3.2/H3.3)
H3 synthesis patterns were studied in normal PBL and in leukemic cells from

eight patients. Histone extraction and separations were performed as described
in Fig. 1. To quantitate histone synthesis, individual spots corresponding to the
H3 variants were cut from the dried gel and dissolved in a mixture of 95 parts of
30% IM), and S parts of concentrated NH3. Ratios were obtained from the
amount of radioactivity incorporated in each spot (as [3H)arginine).

PBL11'2344'56780.62.00.21.30.80.90.82.02.71.30.6+HU/Ara-C0.60.60.30.60.10.10.30.6+PHA1.84.01.41.41.9

" PBL obtained after complete remission.

h of mitogenic stimulation in those cells which responded to
PHA.

Table 4 shows the relative synthesis of uH2A in relation to
the synthesis of H2As, in normal PBL and leukemic cells,
before and after treatment with HU and Ara-C and after stim
ulation with PHA. Inhibition of DNA synthesis by HU and
Ara-C caused an increase in the relative synthesis of radioactive
molecules of uH2A. Induction of DNA synthesis did not change
the uH2A/H2A ratio in normal PBL and case 1 whereas it
decreased in all other cases stimulated with PHA.

Table 4 Histone uH2A synthesis (% of total H2A synthesis)
The synthesis of uH2A and H2A were studied in normal PBL and in the 8

cases of leukemia. Core histones were separated on AUT/AUC 2D-PAGE. The
spots corresponding to uH2As or to H2As were processed as described in
Table 3.

PBL11Â«2344"567g21.520.536.929.220.542.948.626.135.211.932.6+HU/Ara-C28.837.240.341.053.526.754.738.9+PHA19.322.111.433.617.59.3

" PBL obtained after complete remission.

Fig. 2 (A-C) reports a typical HI synthesis pattern of normal
PBL; the three H 1.1, H 1.2, and H 1.3 isoprotein variants were
expressed in resting PBL (A) and after HU and Ara-C treatment
(B). Synthesis of two other variants H 1.4 and H 1.5 was evident
after PHA-activation of DNA synthesis (C); HlÂ°synthesis was

not detectable in quiescent PBL, in quiescent PBL after HU
and Ara-C treatment (B) or in PHA-activated PBL (C).

In leukemic cells of ALL patients at least three HI subtypes
plus 111"were synthesized (see as an example case 1, Fig. 2D).
H l Â°synthesis, in contrast to normal PBL in which it was not

detectable, increased relatively to other His after HU and Ara-
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â€¢SDS

AUC

Â«PHA

54 3

Fig. 2. HI variant synthesis pattern in normal lymphocytes (1C) and in
leukemic cells from a T-ALL patient (case 1, /)-/). Normal donor PBL and
leukemic cells, separated as described in "Materials and Methods," were labeled
for 2 h with 10 *iCi/ml [3H]arginine and 5 *iCi/ml ("Cjlysine in arginine- and
lysine-free RPMI 1640 medium, supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. HI
isoproteins, HC1 extracted from whole cells, were separated in SDS/AUC 20-
PAGE. Fluorograms are: .(, HI variant synthesis in normal quiescent PBL; /',
quiescent PBL treated with 1 mM HU and 10 MMAra-C; C, PHA-activated PBL;
/). leukemic cells; A', leukemic cells treated with 1 mM HU and 10 <iMAra-C; /â€¢'.

PHA-activated leukemic cells. Dotted lines, position of the missing variants and
have been drawn only in â€¢(and B; solid lines, the variants which were visible on
the fluorograms.

Table 5 HI variant synthesis ratios [HI (3+4+5)/(l+2)J
H l isoprotein synthesis was studied in normal PBL and in leukemic cells from

eight patients. The histone extraction and separation protocols were the same as
in Fig. 2. The spots corresponding to HI isoproteins were processed as described
in Table 3. HI variant synthesis ratios were obtained from the amount of
radioactivity incorporated in each spot (as [MC]lysine).

PBL1ri*2344e56780.30.30.60.30.40.71.40.50.90.70.60.4+HU/Ara-C0.30.20.50.60.40.30.60.20.4+PHA1.10.91.01.1

" PBL obtained 7 months after complete remission.
* PBL obtained 16 months after complete remission.
' PBL obtained 10 months after complete remission.

C inhibition of DNA synthesis (E). The mitogenic activation
of cell proliferation (F) produced H 1.4 and H 1.5 isoprotein
synthesis like in normal lymphocytes in addition to the basal
pattern.

After mitogenic stimulation HT synthesis was no longer
detectable in leukemic cells. In contrast to ALL cells, in the
only CLL case investigated HI" synthesis was undetectable.

HT synthesis was undetectable in PBL from patient 1 after 7
and 16 months of complete remission, and in patient 4 after 10
months of complete remission (data not shown).

Table 5 shows H l variant synthesis ratios (3 + 4 + 5/1 +2):
in normal PBL and cases 1, 2, and 8 the ratio was 0.4 or lower;
higher values were due to increased synthesis of H 1.4 and/or
H 1.5 variants rather than to a decrease in the synthesis of H 1.1,
H 1.2, and H 1.3. As for H3 ratios, inhibition of DNA synthesis
reduced HI ratios through the reduction or total disappearance
of H 1.4 and H 1.5 isoprotein synthesis. After mitogenic stimu
lation of cell proliferation there was enhanced expression of
variants H 1.4 and H 1.5 with consequently higher HI ratios in
normal PBL and leukemic cells.

In normal lymphocytes the patterns of H3 and HI subtypes
were similarly coupled to DNA synthesis: H3.1 and H3.2 are
synthesized concomitantly with H 1.4 and H 1.5. A similar as
sociation was found in leukemic cells of six out of eight cases
investigated.

Two cases presented some discrepancies: in case 1 no H 1.4
or H 1.5 was detectable whereas all the H3 subtypes were
expressed (compare Fig. 2D and Fig. 1C). Instead, in case 4
H 1.4 and H 1.5, but not H3.1 and H3.2, were synthesized (Fig.
3, A and B).

DISCUSSION

Many recent studies, aimed at evaluating differences between
normal and neoplastic cells, have focused on DNA alteration
and on the altered expression of some genes (e.g., oncogenes).
Not much attention has been given so far to changes of chro-
matin structure or, particularly, to possible differences in his
tone proteins in transformed cells. This possibility is worth
investigating considering that the expression of different his
tone variants and their posttranscriptional modifications have
been recently proposed to play a crucial role in regulation of
the cell cycle (21, 26). In the present study we investigated
whether there are differences in histone subtype synthesis be
tween normal and neoplastic cells (i.e., lymphocytes and lym-
phocytic leukemic cells). The pattern of histone variant synthe
sis in unstimulated lymphocytes found in the present study was
the same as that previously described (11, 12), typical of quies
cent cells (where the H3.3 variant but not H3.1 and H3.2 was
synthesized; of HI only the three isoproteins H 1.1, H 1.2, and
H l .3 were expressed). After mitogenic stimulation the synthesis
pattern of histone variants changed markedly (all core histone
variants were synthesized, the H3.2 variant being the dominant
H3 species, and all five HI isoproteins being synthesized).

Leukemic cells synthesized the same core histone and HI
variants as normal lymphocytes with a pattern generally inter-

â€¢AUT

AUC

AUC

Fig. 3. Pattern of histone synthesis of leukemic cells from patient 4. Freshleukemic cells were labeled for 2 h with 10 j/C'i/ml [3H]arginine and S pCi/ml
[14C]lysine in arginine- and lysine-free RPMI 1640 medium, supplemented with

10% fetal calf serum. Histones were extracted from whole cells and the acid
extracts were separated into two aliquots; one was run on AUT/AUC 2D
electrophoresis system to separate core histone variants; H l isoproteins from the
second aliquot were separated on SDS/AUC 2D gel. Fluorograms are: A, core
histone variant synthesis; B, H l variant synthesis.
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mediate between quiescent and proliferating cells. This might
reasonably be due to the fact that only a portion of leukemic
cells was cycling. Generally the H3 and HI patterns were in
good agreement, probably giving an adequate image of the
proliferation index, as previously documented for normal lym
phocytes (11, 12).

In two cases, however, there were some discrepancies, the 5-
phase associated variants of core and HI histones being differ
ently expressed (see cases 1 and 4). This might be due to
imperfect regulation of the coupling of DNA synthesis with the
synthesis ut".V-phase core histone variants and with Â¿'-phaseHI

variants.
When leukemic cells were exposed to HU and Ara-C the

synthesis of H3.1 and H3.2 and of H 1.4 and H 1.5 was abol
ished, thus giving a picture similar to that found for normal
quiescent lymphocytes. On the other hand when leukemic cells
were stimulated to grow with PHA the core histone and HI
patterns were again similar to those in activated normal lym
phocytes.

Therefore the present study did not reveal profound differ
ences between normal lymphocytes and leukemic cells in core
histone and HI variants (the exception of H l Â°will be discussed

later). In addition the changes in the relative expression of
histone variants caused by induction or inhibition of DNA
synthesis were very similar in lymphocytes and leukemic cells.

Although we did not analyze in detail all the posttranslational
modifications of histone proteins, the gel electrophoresis meth
ods used enabled us to separate the acetylated forms of H4 and
the ubiquitinated forms of H2A with good resolution. It was of
interest to assess both these modifications comparatively in
leukemic and normal lymphocytes since several reports have
related them to the regulation of gene expression (21, 27-30).

Acetylation in particular has been related to cell differentiation
(e.g., sodium butyrate was proposed as inducing differentiation
by inhibiting the deacetylation of histone H4) (28) and histone
ubiquitination with chromatin condensation (26). In leukemic
cells and normal lymphocytes the radioactivity associated with
the dimodified form of H4 was clearly related to the prolifera
tion status. The radioactivity associated with the dimodified
form of H4 was proportionally much higher in nonproliferating
and HU/Ara-C treated cells than in proliferating cells. This
finding has been already reported in other cell types (8, 31) and
reflects the pattern of H4 processing (31). H4 is synthesized in
cytoplasm as the dimodified form, then undergoes further proc
essing in the nucleus before and after being deposited in chro
matin. Although Â¿'-phasecells synthesize more H4, they deace-

tylate it much faster than G0 or G, cells (9); thus the relative
increase of radioactivity associated with the dimodified H4 after
HU/Ara-C treatment may mainly reflect this difference in the

rate of deacetylation.
In some cases the relative synthesis of uH2A was similar to

that in normal lymphocytes, in other cases it was clearly greater.
On inhibiting or stimulating DNA synthesis there was, respec
tively, an increase and a decrease in the synthesis of radioactive
molecules of uH2A. It is known that ubiquitinated H2A is
present in interphase (32) and is lost when chromatin is con
densed in mitosis (26). Therefore it is not surprising that PHA
stimulation caused a reduction in uH2A forms because of a
higher proportion of cells entering mitosis. The increase of
uH2A over H2A after DNA synthesis inhibition by HU and
Ara-C treatment may be due to a decrease in H2A synthesis.

Since the synthesis of ubiquitin is reportedly not inhibited by
DNA synthesis inhibitors (33), radioactivity found in uH2A

complexes is probably due in large proportion to ubiquitin
synthesis.

A clear-cut difference found between ALL cells and normal
lymphocytes concerns the synthesis of HlÂ°. We previously

reported that normal lymphocytes do not synthesize this his
tone protein (12, 17) whereas fresh leukemic cells do (34). The
present study confirmed this and showed that, as for other cells
which synthesize HP (16, 35), there is an apparent inverse
relationship between DNA synthesis and HlÂ°synthesis which

in fact became undetectable after stimulation of DNA synthesis.
As previously discussed (34) HlÂ°synthesis may play a role in

the regulation of gene expression and it would therefore be
attractive to characterize its synthesis and its function in differ
ent human lymphocytic leukemias. Further studies are also in
progress to assess whether this protein can be used as a marker
for early detection of relapse of ALL patients in complete
remission.
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